More Information on Termites
Termites cause billions of dollars in damage each year. They primarily feed on wood, but also damage
paper, and insulation. Termites can injure living trees and shrubs, but more often are a secondary invader
of woody plants already in decline. While buildings may become infested at any time, termites are of
particular importance when buying or selling a home since a termite inspection/infestation report is
normally a condition of sale. Besides the monetary impact, thousands of winged termites emerging inside
one's home are an emotionally trying experience — not to mention the thought of termites silently feasting
on one's largest investment.
Q: How will I know if my home is infested?
A: Discovering winged termites indoors almost always indicates an infestation warranting treatment.
People often confuse winged termites with ants, which often swarm at the same time of year. Termites
can be differentiated by their straight antennae, uniform waist and wings of equal size. (Ants have
elbowed antennae, constricted waists and forewings that are longer than the hind wings.)
The swarmers are attracted to light and are often seen around windows and doors. Termite swarmers
emerging from tree stumps, woodpiles, and other locations out in the yard are not necessarily cause for
concern, and do not necessarily mean that the house is infested. On the other hand, if winged termites
are seen emerging from the base of a foundation wall or adjoining porches and patios, there's a good
chance the house is infested also and treatment may be warranted.
Other signs of infestation are earthen (mud) tubes (shown right) extending over foundation walls, support
piers, sill plates, floor joists, etc. The mud tubes are typically about the diameter of a pencil, but
sometimes can be thicker.
Termites construct these tubes for shelter as they travel between their underground colonies and the
structure. To help determine if an infestation is active, the tubes may be broken open and checked for the
presence of small, creamy-white worker termites.
If a tube happens to be vacant, it does not necessarily mean that the infestation is inactive; termites often
abandon sections of tube while foraging elsewhere in the structure.
Termite-damaged wood is usually hollowed out along the grain, with bits of dried mud or soil lining the
feeding galleries. Wood damaged by moisture or other types of insects (e.g., carpenter ants) will not have
this appearance. Occasionally termites bore tiny holes through plaster or drywall, accompanied by bits of
soil around the margin. Rippled or sunken traces behind wall coverings can also be indicative of termites
tunneling underneath.
Often times there will be no visible indication that the home is infested. Termites are cryptic creatures
and infestations can go undetected for years, hidden behind walls, floor coverings, insulation, and other
obstructions. Termite feeding and damage can even progress undetected in wood that is exposed
because the outer surface is usually left intact.
Confirmation of infestation often requires the keen eye of an experienced termite inspector. However,
even the most experienced inspector can overlook infestation or damage which is hidden.
In short, termite treatment is a job for professionals. The company should be licensed by the Department
of Agriculture or agency responsible for regulating termite control in the state. Membership in their state
pest control association and/or National Pest Management Association suggest the company is an

established firm with access to technical and training information needed to do the job correctly. As with
any service company, references are invaluable. Companies offer different types of treatment methods
and warranties. If termites happen to return, most will retreat the affected area(s) at no additional charge.
Some companies also will repair damage occurring subsequent to their treatment, although dating onset
of damage is a hard thing to determine. In some cases, no warranty will be offered if wells, cisterns,
subslab heating ducts, drainage systems, or inaccessible crawl spaces make it impossible to treat in
accordance with industry standards.

